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Details of Visit:

Author: caddington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Wed 21 Sep 2016 18:45
Duration of Visit: 45 Minutes
Amount Paid: 90
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 01908696559

The Premises:

Nicely decorated and clean.Shower facilities available.Parking just behind premises giving direct
access to establishment.

The Lady:

The website describes her as a busty cougar. Very pretty,bubbly lady,40ish. Photos are accurate.

The Story:

On a whim,I decided to pay Olivia a visit. I arrived a bit early and was shown into a room
downstairs.It was pleasant enough, and I waited feeling a combination of excitement and slight
nervousness as sometimes photographs aren't totally accurate and I just won't like the lady,or as it
was towards the end of the day she might be tired,and be in a hurry.It can happen !
I was unprepared for the delight that was to follow,when in walked Olivia, and my worries were
forgotten immediately.
My first impression was that she slightly resembled a young Carol Vorderman,which is not exactly a
bad thing.Her figure is curvy in all the right places,and she has a lovely friendly manner about her.If
she was a bit tired she certainly hid the fact,and made me feel so welcome.
The next 30+ minutes were a blur of groping,kissing and fondling, interspersed with Olivia
demonstrating her wonderful skills down below.Afterwards we chatted I loved her all round
warm,friendly manner.
I'm sure anyone who pays her a visit will come away as I did,i.e walking on air and with a grin that
won't go away.
I'll be back and wonder if you can buy a season ticket for her. She's a credit to this particular
establishment.
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